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Abstract
The adoption of electronic medical records was a milestone in healthcare, but they have proven tedious to maintain.
Increasingly, medical records contain information that is repeated within individual and even across multiple records.
Such redundancy is frustrating and contributes to poor documentation as studies have shown that clinicians often
copyandpaste old, potentially outofdate information into patients’ records. Moreover, it requires clinicians to
spend additional time with documentation that could otherwise be spent with patients who often experience
unreasonably long wait times. Therefore, we propose a solution to reduce the time clinicians must spend creating and
editing medical records by generating patientspecific medical record templates from similarities found among
patients in large medical data warehouses. Specifically, this work predicts the most likely fillintheblank sentences to
add to patients’ records based on information the patient provided through customized surveys during hospital wait
time. In this way, our solution decreases the entry of unneeded information by clinicians, replaces patient idle time
with relevant activity, and at the same time predicts information needed for improvements in patient’s health quality
indices, for better reimbursements, and for enhanced medical legaljustifications.
Introduction
Electronic medical records (EMRs) are useful tools in daytoday health care, but record editing is a burdensome and
timeconsuming process. Patient records are generally obtained through manual data entry, whereby patients fill out
paper forms that are in turn partially transcribed by a healthcare professional into their medical record. During this
process, patients typically interact with various care staff and provide answers to the same questions multiple times.
Thus, the documentation process is not only repetitive and tedious, but even wastes patients’ time.
Many clinicians see similarly afflicted patients over the course of their day, and thus often create similar content
across several patients’ medical records. This is exemplified in specialities and during outbreaks of common illness
(e.g. flu, colds, etc.). At the same time, outpatients wait 15 minutes, on average, before seeing a clinician.8 Our goals
are to (1) reduce the time doctors spend with documentation in order to permit additional patient interaction, and (2)
provide patients with relevant, informative activity during their stay while implicitly reducing their wait times.
The main contributions of our work are twofold: (1) we develop a probabilistic algorithm for generating
patientspecific templates; and (2) we propose to leverage the patient wait time in order to reduce the burden of
documentation on clinicians. Specifically, we propose surveying patients for their medical information and using the
results for generating relevant medical record content. The surveyed information is used to select medical records
from similarly afflicted patients. The common content from the selected records is abstracted in order to generate a
prepopulated medical record template. This is accomplished in four steps by (1) learning a patientrelevant medical
context, (2) learning a medically similar patient cohort, (3) learning a medical record template and (4) customizing
templates by specialities or health professionals’ roles.
Our solution aims to transform the nature of the clinical documentation by introducing dynamic personalized
templates and by increasing the patient involvement in this process. The goal is to remove as much unnecessary
input of information as possible using the old records of similar patients. For example, we aim to successfully predict
the most likely additions or deletions or repetitions to patients history, family history, physical examination, allergies,
review of systems, management options, medications order sets, and counseling information based on the existing
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data. If successful, we believe our solution can reduce the unneeded information input by about 3040%.
Background
In order to make EMRs faster to create and consume, clinicians often repeat content within each record and across
multiple records. A recent study demonstrated that the majority of medical records consist of more than 20%
duplicated content.1 As early as 2006, there were calls for an EMR system that could “ automatically and intelligently
delete 90% of text processed by copyandpaste.”2
Prior work suggests that information duplication introduces errors in medical documentation. For example, in a 2007
case study3 a 77 yearold woman who was hospitalized with an initial note to receive heparin for venous
thromboembolism prevention had her note copied and pasted for four days, and was ultimately discharged without
receiving heparin. Two days later she was rehospitalized with a pulmonary embolism. Siegler et al. noted that
copyandpaste had caused “a number of unexpected problems and concerns about electronic note writing …
including reducing the credibility of the recorded findings, clouding clinical thinking, limiting proper coding, and
robbing the chart of its narrative flow and function.”4
At the same time, patients are frustrated by long wait times to see care staff, and patient satisfaction decreases as a
result.5,6 This is especially true in nonelderly (<65 years) patients, for whom shorter wait times are more significantly
associated with treatment satisfaction.7 In contrast to these expectations for more expedient care, the mean wait time
in U.S. emergency departments (EDs) increased 25%, from 46.5 minutes to 58.1 minutes from 2003 through 2009.8 This
is often worse in EDs located in urban areas (62.4 minutes), or with 50,000 or more annual visits (69.8 minutes).
Engaging patients in their medical treatment should also be a priority. Prior work has suggested that having
highlyinvolved patients promotes better alignment of patients' and physicians' goals and agendas by influencing the
extent and type of information physicians provide.9
One common solution for reducing clinical documentation time is to use hard coded medical record templates. This
solution has focused on using established expert knowledge of patient care to create conditionspecific hardcoded
templates.10 Another solution used to diminish clinical documentation time is to hire a transcriber to capture medical
dictations or to use sophisticated speech to text applications, but recent work has suggested that physicians who
dictate their notes appeared to have worse quality of care than physicians who used structured EMR
documentation.11
Our method focuses on creating patient templates, but differs from past templatebased work by generating a flexible
and patientcustomized template. Instead of cloning sentences or paragraphs blindly, we use natural language
processing and statistical techniques for predicting, constructing, and updating these standard templates with most
likely sentences based on the information from similar patients.
Methods
We propose generating a prepopulated medical record template by first learning a patientrelevant medical context.
The patient medical context is then used to retrieve a medically similar patient cohort. We use the medical records of
the patient cohort to generate a medical record template using statistical and language processing techniques. Our
solution is depicted in Figure 1 and we further give a stepbystep methodology description. In addition, a working
coded example of our solution together with an interactive presentation of the methodology is available at
http://web.mit.edu/andreeab/www/AMIAStudentChallenge2013.
(1) Context Learning: Learning a patient’s context refers to using a patient’s wait time to gather relevant medical
history and current symptoms. Each patient is presented with an electronic survey which captures information
regarding current symptoms, together with the medical, family, and social history. The survey questions are
dynamically generated based on previous answers such that only relevant information is collected. Dynamic
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question generation is done via a rulebased approach,12 and is customized per each clinic and speciality. The patient
answers are automatically recorded into a centralized EMR system and can be accessed in realtime by doctors. We
further refer to the patient survey answers as the survey answers.
(2) Cohort Learning: We define a medically similar patient cohort as a set of patients with similar health conditions,
as captured in their medical records.13 In order to retrieve the patient cohort of interest, we start with all the patient
records from an institutional EMR system. We treat each patient record as a word blob and count the occurrence rate
R of the survey answers inside each blob. We create a similarity ranking between the current patient and the
remaining patient population by scoring the patient records inside the EMR system based on the highest occurrence
rate R. We define the top 20% of the ranked patient records as the medically similar patient cohort.

Figure 1. System overview
(3) Medical Record Template Learning: We assume that each medical record is organized into medically relevant
sections (e.g., current symptoms, medical history, followup). We use a rulebased language processing system in
order to identify the sentences and sections of each medical record inside the patient cohort.14,15,16 The rulebased
system is developed on and optimized for the medical domain. We cluster together the common sections, and discard
the sections occurring only one time. For each section in a section cluster we generate a ranked list of the sentences
with the most commonly occurring ngrams (i.e., sequences of n consecutive words). The ranked sentences represent
the most commonly used sentences inside that specific section, or the sentences that are most likely to be
copypasted into a new patient record. We refer to the ranking score as the copypaste score of each sentence. By
ranking sentences through their ngram frequency we can capture the common content while still allowing for
variation (e.g., “Patient was given 10 ml of insulin”, “Patient was given 15 ml of insulin”). In our list of ranked
sentences we only record the common content of each sentence and mark the content variation as a fillin area (e.g.,
“Patient was given … of insulin”).
Loading... , where K is the length of the set of ngrams in a sentence
In order to generate a prepopulated medical record, we use the common sections identified by our language
processing system. Under each section, we include the top k% (k=3) of the ranked sentences from the specific
section cluster. We propose to use a specific userinterface where each of the prepopulated sentences can be
deleted by a oneclick, thus allowing the doctor to easily alter the prepopulated content. We also create a special
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section that records the survey questions and patient answers.
(4) Customizing Templates by Specialities: Finally, each template is customized for distributed care teams by
assigning an accessibility score to each learned sentence based on the specialities of healthcare professionals who
authored the corresponding documents in the patient cohort from Step (2).
Discussion
Our solution leverages two untapped resources to generate relevant, contextual templates: large volumes of existing
patient data, and patient waiting time. In using patient input, we not only encourage patients to become more
involved in their care process but also save the care staff time spent querying, and often requerying, each patient
about their condition and medical history. This information also provides context to learn medically similar cohort. In
reusing existing patient data, our approach saves clinicians additional time filling out documentation by predicting
and prepopulating the repeated patterns of information in patient history, physical examination, clinical assessment,
management plan, managing health quality indicators, medical legal justification and reimbursement.
A primary challenge in creating patientspecific templates by reusing information from existing records is how
accurate the template should be. We expect to reduce the irrelevant or noisy results retrieved by language processing
techniques by utilizing only sentences with frequent occurrence; however, properly abstracting these sentences may
very sensitive to the available data. We expect that our system will occasionally retrieve partially irrelevant content
for a given patient. To reduce the errors that may be introduced by inaccurate templates, we implement a “oneclick
delete” functionality for each template sentence in order to quickly remove the irrelevant content,. We rely on the
healthcare professional to review the automatically generated template and filter out the irrelevant content. Other
considerations include how many templates should be provided, how to generate templates for rarely encountered
symptoms, and how to best present these templates to physicians. Similarly, our current solution assumes a single
template is generated per patient visit, but it is also reasonable to assume that multiple templates could be generated
in an alternative solution which varies the number of top sentences used per template.
Often patients are unsure about their current condition. Therefore, our solution accommodates for their uncertainty,
or inability to express the current symptoms, using explained content during the dynamically generated survey and
the option to receive clarification from a health professional. Likewise, we encourage unique symptom descriptions
through the use of text fields rather than strictly multiple choice selection. In the future, we also plan to integrate the
survey generation with the information already available inside the patient’s medical record, in order to only capture
relevant, contextual information regarding a patient’s previous illnesses or history which is not already stored in the
EMR system.
Expertguided templates have demonstrated improvements in clinical authoring time and are more timely than other
methods like transcription services. However, these methods are tightly coupled with the specific healthcare
organization and with the healthcare staff that define them, and do not take advantage of large amounts of repetitive
patient data which is already available. Our solution proposes a more personalized approach to the medical
documentation process, where the key element is patient involvement. A variation of our current implementation
would be to integrate the probabilistically chosen sentences with content from hardcoded medical record templates.
This variation would allow for the integration of expert knowledge with knowledge retrieved from the patient.
We propose to evaluate our solution in a reallife setting. Specifically, our evaluation plan will recruit subjects  both
patients and doctors  in order to determine overall satisfaction. This will be achieved by evaluating the satisfaction
rate of patients taking the survey, how likely they are to fill in a survey on a second visit, and whether the survey was
a relevant or informative activity for them. Further, the usage of prepopulated templates will be evaluated through
doctor satisfaction studies and analyzing the amount of time spent on medical documentation when the
prepopulated template is available versus when the entire medical record is written up by the doctor. Finally, we are
also interested to assess whether the medical records based on the prepopulated templates are more complete and
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present a lower rate of errors compared to regular records.
Finally, our solution requires minimal changes to the medical records system, and therefore can be easily implemented
inside hospitals where the surveys can be distributed on mobile devices.
Conclusion
We propose a solution to transform the siloed nature of clinical documentation by integrating the most useful data
from the prior notes into the new notes without repeated care staff transcription or literal ‘copyandpaste’. By
searching through patient records for similar records, our system supports a “kernel method” of medical reasoning,
where other patients’ records are weighted according to their relevance to the current patient. The patient wait time is
leveraged and transformed into an activity relevant to the healthcare process. Overall, we expect this solution to
diminish the time doctors spend documenting and increase the doctorpatient interaction time, to transform the
patient wait time into an informative and relevant activity, and to reduce both the doctor and the patient frustrations
with the healthcare system.
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